


the aptness of Hbc’s proud claim: Canada’s
Merchants since 1670.

THE PRODUCT
Hbc Banners

The Bay is the department store division of
Hbc, offering quality merchandise at mid-to-upper
price points. The Bay concentrates on exclusive
fashion merchandise in apparel, accessories and
soft home categories. Bay stores are located in
suburban and urban markets, along with a domi-
nant position in the downtown cores of Canada’s
major cities.
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Zellers is the mass merchandise division
of Hbc, with locations in communities
nationwide. The chain offers customers styl-
ish brands at competitive prices.

Home Outfitters is Hbc’s kitchen, bed
and bath specialty superstore chain with
unbeatable selection and service. With loca-
tions across Canada, Home Outfitters offers
customers more choices, more brands and
great ideas.

Fields is a chain of small, value-priced
general merchandise stores located in western
Canada. Fields focuses on great value and
everyday merchandise for the entire family.

Designer Depot is the off-price banner
of Hbc, offering designer and better-branded
men’s, women’s and junior’s apparel, acces-
sories and home merchandise at “depot” prices. 

Hbc Brand Offering. Through its credit
card and loyalty programs, Hbc offers Cana-
dians a simple, rewarding shopping experience
throughout its retail banners. In addition, Hbc
offers ease of shopping through Gift Cards, gift
registries, an online shopping portal and a chari-
table foundation that enables Hbc customers to
benefit their communities every time they shop.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
In late 2004, Hbc successfully negotiated the
rights to outfit the Canadian Olympic Team for
the next seven years (Torino 2006, Beijing 2008,
Vancouver 2010 and London 2012). During that
period, Hbc will be a Premier National Partner of
the Canadian Olympic Team. Hbc also negotiated
the rights as an official supplier and key corpo-
rate sponsor Premier National Partner of the
Vancouver Organizing Committee for the 2010
Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games. This
long-term partnership is based on Hbc and the
Canadian Olympic Movement's shared vision of
a proud, strong Canada, highlighting the beauty
of our country, the warmth of its people and its
strength, on and off the field of play. The Hbc
mantra "The Spirit of Hbc" will be the driving
force over the next seven years, to make the peo-
ple of this country proud in every way when they
see our nation's official uniform on centre
podium, beneath a gold medal.

PROMOTION
Exclusive brands are a large component of Hbc’s
promotions. Promoting product created through
exclusive partnerships with well-known Canadians
such as Lynda Reeves (House & Home), Brian
Gluckstein (GlucksteinHome) and Alfred Sung
(Sung Home) provides the opportunity for all
Canadians to purchase affordable trend-right prod-
ucts. Hbc leverages these partnerships through
contests, tradeshows and in-store appearances
across the country.

Hbc strategically plans sales events that are
attractive and seasonally relevant to Hbc custo-
mers, including Bay Days, Storewide Sale, Lowest
Price of the Season, Scratch & Save and Dollar
Daze, to name a few.

Recently, Hbc launched the “Great things for
Canada” campaign in November 2005, unveiling
the 2006 Canadian Olympic Team apparel and
Hbc’s commitment to amateur sports. The success
of the campaign was due to strong integration

between public relations, advertising, the Hbc
Foundation and Hbc.com.

BRAND VALUES
The Hbc brand stands for more than its banners;
it is built on an emotional connection between the
iconic retailer and its customers. Based on the
common values Hbc shares with Canadians, like
community, innovation, citizenship and diversity,
Hbc seeks a better way to run its businesses, sup-
port its associates, serve its customers. Hbc
respects and enhances the integrity and diversity
of the communities in which it operates. In both
its philosophy and everyday operations, Hbc will
strive to be a model of the highest integrity.

Over the past 335 years, Hbc the brand has
evolved and changed to better reflect the company
it has and the company it wants to be. The new
Hbc logo was developed to communicate its
vision of the future and to acknowledge its rich
history in Canada.

❍ Established in 1670, Hudson’s Bay Com-
pany is Canada’s largest department store
retailer and oldest corporation. With nearly
70,000 employees, Hbc serves Canadians
through over 500 locations.

❍ Hbc has a long tradition of supporting the
Olympic Movement. Those famous Hbc
multi-stripe coats were the official uniform
of the Canadian Winter Olympic Team at 
a number of Games: 1936 in Garmish-
Partenkirchen, Germany; 1960 in Squaw
Valley, California; 1964 in Innsbruck,
Austria; and 1968 in Grenoble, France.

❍ Most Canadians live within 20 minutes of
an Hbc store, and those who don’t can shop
at the online store, Hbc.com. 

❍ Hbc’s loyalty program, Hbc Rewards, has
over 8 million members.

❍ Over the next seven years, Hbc has commit-
ted to raising $20 million to help fund Cana-
dian Olympic athletes, their training facilities
and their national sports organizations.

THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT
Hbc
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